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Open data

What is open data? 

European Data Portal: Open data is data that anyone can access, use and share. Governments, 
businesses and individuals can use open data to bring about social, economic and environmental 
benefits.

Many open data sources, and growing:

• Open Canada (open.canada.ca); Open Data (open.canada.ca/en/open-data)

• Open Toronto (open.toronto.ca)

• EU Open Data (data.europa.eu/euodp/en/data)

• …
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Using open data to provide meaning to first year math
Typical first-year university math course: 

• Purpose: to equip students with the foundational knowledge and skill in higher-level algebra 
and study of functions (calculus) to support a wide range of higher-level courses within the 
chosen discipline

• Typically quite abstract (as is required in order to gain mastery of the required skills)

➢ Hard for students to motivate; seeming lack of connection to their discipline breeds 
resentment, frustration

➢ Effect can be reduced through hands-on applications to real-life problems

➢ Open data provides avenue to creating such opportunities (current issues, different 
perspectives, reliable/curated sources)

Challenges in creating learning opportunities using open data:

• Applicability to math learning outcomes

• Reading and comprehension of written materials using technical language

• Learning curve associated with technology tools used to analyze and interpret data

• “Hand-waving” due to students’ lack of knowledge and skills related to statistical methods
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Examples

Overall learning objectives: understanding data and information related to data; using 
mathematical functions and critical thinking skills in modeling the given data and making 
predictions; using technology in data analysis

1. Modeling Canadian household mobile subscription data

• First year calculus (business and IT streams); large, independent project; minimal technology 
skills required; primary technological tool: Desmos graphing calculator (online, free access)

• Math learning outcomes focused on: basic function types and their characteristics, 
transformations and products of functions, limits at infinity, evaluations of functions, and 
differentiation of functions and rates of change

2. Modeling data using linear relationships: CPI and earnings over time

• First year business math; large, independent project; minimal technology skills required; primary 
technological tool: Microsoft Excel

• Math learning outcomes focused on: indexes as measures of change, linear relationships and 
their characteristics, rates of change as descriptors of trends
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Modeling Canadian household mobile subscription data

Step 1: Sourcing the data

Understanding and getting the feel of the data:

• data source: what is the background behind 
the data and what are the restrictions of use, if 
any (contextual, technical, proprietary)

• existing information: what did others learn by 
looking at the overall data?

• the first big picture: what can we, at the first 
glance, tell from the data tables and scatter 
plots about the trends in Canadian household 
mobile subscription rates?

Math concepts:

• Input and output variables

• Trends and rates of change

• Limits 
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Modeling Canadian household mobile subscription data

Step 2: Modeling the data for household mobile 
subscription rates

Fitting a model to data:

• trends: when plotted on a graph, what do the 
data points tell us about the overall trends in 
household mobile subscription rates?

• regression tools: how can we use technology 
to help us find curves of best fit?

Math concepts:

• Basic function types

• Algebraic representation

• Fundamental characteristics 

• Visual representation (graphs)

• Transformations of functions

• Regression: linear and non-linear
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Modeling Canadian household mobile subscription data

Step 2: Modeling the data for household mobile 
subscription rates (continued)

Adjusting the model:

• the context: does the model 
reasonably represent what you 
expect in terms of long term trends 
in household mobile subscriptions?

• additional information: if 
additional information were to be 
considered, such as additional data, 
would it be beneficial to adjust the 
current model to include the 
additional info?

Math concepts: limits at infinities
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Modeling Canadian household mobile subscription data

Step 3: Making predictions

Extending:

• going beyond the data: what does the model 
tell us, in the short term and in the long term, 
about the mobile subscription rates and the 
trends?

• reality checks: to what extent can we rely on 
this model to make long-term predictions, 
given historical and other contexts?

• combining data to learn more: what can we 
learn by combining the data on the number of 
Canadian households with the data on 
Canadian household mobile subscription rates?

Math concepts:

• Evaluations of functions

• Rates of change and differentiation

• Differentiation rules: product rule

• Related rates
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Examples

Overall learning objectives: understanding data and information related to data; using 
mathematical functions and critical thinking skills in modeling the given data and making 
predictions; using technology in data analysis

1. Modeling Canadian household mobile subscription data

• First year calculus (business and IT streams); large, independent project; minimal technology 
skills required; primary technological tool: Desmos graphing calculator (online, free access)

• Math learning outcomes focused on: basic function types and their characteristics, 
transformations and products of functions, limits at infinity, evaluations of functions, and 
differentiation of functions and rates of change

2. Modeling data using linear relationships: CPI and earnings over time

• First year business math; large, independent project; minimal technology skills required; primary 
technological tool: Microsoft Excel

• Math learning outcomes focused on: indexes as measures of change, linear relationships and 
their characteristics, rates of change as descriptors of trends
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Modeling data using linear relationships: CPI and earnings over time

Steps:

• background: why do indexes matter in business 
and commerce?

• obtaining and making sense of processed data:
what do data tables and the scatter plots tell us 
about the trends in the Canadian consumer price 
index and the average weekly earnings of 
Canadians?

• modeling to make comparisons and predictions:
what does the visual representation of the data 
tell us about the best choice for model functions 
CPI and earnings indexes?

• extending: how can the modeling of index data be 
useful to you, to the businesses and the 
economists, and to the Government of Canada?

Math concepts:

• Ratios; indexes; real vs. nominal amounts

• Input and output variables; linear relationships as 
linear functions: straight line vs. constant rate of 
change; initial value

• Trends and rates of change 
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Wrap-up

Examples such as those presented above can be adapted or created anew for comprehensive 
projects and for short, quick in-class exercises by:

• using updated or new data sets, 

• taking into account different use of technology, research, critical thinking and math-related 
levels of student skill, 

• setting different learning objectives.

Things to consider:

• Student skill level

• Primary objectives and resulting scaffolding requirements

• Fit within the course learning objectives

• Teaming up with colleagues teaching other courses for cross-relevance

Project documents related to examples discussed in this presentation can be obtained free of 
charge by contacting Ana Duff at ana.duff@ontariotechu.ca.
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